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Home improvement and home design are great businesses. They can only cost a few bucks and a few hours. Sometimes, they can cost upwards of thousands of dollars and take months to exercise. Your smartphone can't spend money or do the work for you. However, smartphones can help you with some parts of the process. Here are the best home
improvement apps and home design apps for Android!Build.comFloor Plan CreatorHomifyHouzzIKEA StorePrice: FreeBuild.com is one of the new home improvement apps. It's essentially like Amazon, but for building stuff. It has various tools, materials and other things for sale. The app is a pretty basic app for shopping. You can track orders, buy things,
create wish lists and more. You can also consult with project consultants on a variety of issues. There are tons of stores that sell this kind of thing. It is the only one that is only on the Internet. The app is free. Obviously, the material on it costs money. CreatorPrice Floor Plan: Free/$6.99Floor Plan Creator, well, Floor Plan Creator App. The app allows you to
create houses, rooms and corridors with accurate measurements. You can easily recreate your living space or create a new one if you want to. Some other features of the app include cloud sync, export as PDFs or image files, support for metric and imperial units, and support for Samsung S-Pen and USB mice. With a good floor plan, you can easily plan
things like furniture, appliances, and other similar things. The app works for $6.99 to get all the premium features or you can use it for free if you use Google Play Pass.HomifyPrice: FreeHomify is one of the new home design apps. It is a source of ideas for home improvement projects. The app boasts a library of more than 1.5 million photographs of various
interiors and architectural projects. You can save your favorites, see the latest trends in home design, and more. The app may even recommend home decorators, interior designers, or other professionals to do the work for you. You can save the material for future links as well. The app is completely free to download without shopping in the app. HouzzPrice:
FreeHouzz is one of the most popular home design apps. He got a decent following for his excellent design. Fortunately, it also works well. It boasts a collection of more than 11 million photographs. You can save your favorite ideas for a future review. The app also includes a sketch feature. This allows you to draw and annotate photos with your own ideas.
Some other features include millions of products, product reviews and more. Its look in my room function quite neatly. The app works well, for free, and has no in-app purchases. It has ads, however. IKEA StorePrice: FreeEverybody knows IKEA. They have a bunch of basic things not a lot of money. They have shops all over the place. Their app is a kind of
continuation of that. You can browse their inventory, shop for things, save your wish list, and more. It can also Your loyalty card for quick access, find nearby stores, and find things faster in the store. Unfortunately, their app experience is not great. We can recommend you use a mobile site or visit the site if you can. The app works for some, but it's still quite a
buggy. IKEA also has an augmented reality app to install furniture in your room as well. It's new, but it works fine. PinterestPrice: FreePinterest is one of the wildcard apps for home design and home improvement. The app essentially contains a ridiculous number of ideas in a variety of topics. This includes DIY home improvements or home design ideas,
architectural stuff, furniture ideas, and more. This is where most of these neat bookshelf photos you see on Facebook come from. He does things other than home improvement. However, it's not hard to find only home stuff. The app is completely free to use as well. Planner 5DPrice: Free/$2.99 per month/$29.99 per yearPlanner 5D is one of the most
hardcore home improvement apps. It works a bit like Home Design 3D. You can draw your rooms in 2D or 3D. Then you can fill it with furniture, decorative items and other things. It includes support for offline use, synchronization between devices, catalog textures and elements, and more. It can get quite expensive. However, you pretty much need to be a fullblown professional to need everything the app offers. It's a good place to start. YouTubePrice: Free /$12.99 per monthYouTube is an excellent resource for DIY home designers and home improvement. You can find a huge amount of information in the form of tutorials, how-tos, tips and tricks, and more. Some home improvement stores support the main
textbook channels. There are also some that go more in-depth. Simple searches can find videos on building things, repairing things, and more. There is even a tutorial on how to build an entire house out of nothing. You can use YouTube for free. There's an extra subscription at $9.99 a month that removes advertising. Local Home Improvement
ProfessionalsPrice: Free app/service cost varySome jobs are just too big for one person to do. Fortunately, it is quite easy to hire professionals. There are a bunch of apps that can handle this challenge. Google Maps is a good way to find things in your area. Angie's list, HomeAdvisor (related) and many others find professionals who do different things. Most
apps allow you to check people and prices. These apps are excellent resources for those who want to do more home improvement projects. Your local store Free app/product prices varyMany local hardware networks have their own apps now. Home Depot (associated) and Lowe's are among the major general stores. Stores like Target, Walmart, and others
sell things like home decor and basic furniture. Even apps like Sears can help with things like AC installations. Some furniture furniture like Wayfair have their own apps as well. You may have to look for some of these home improvement apps and home design applications. Virtually everyone doing DIY will likely need at least one of them. If we've missed any
great home improvement apps or home design apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Amazon is giving away 1,000 Amazon coins, which are valued at $10, to download five free apps. The action requires you to download these apps: iHeart Radio, Food Network kitchen,
Strawberry Shortcake Bake Shop, Dr. Panda's restaurant, and no step white tiles. If you're afraid to download all five apps, you can download individual apps and still receive 200 Amazon coins for each download. Once you do that, hold them, remove them, whatever. Now, what to do with these coins? Here are some high-quality premium apps that cost the
gander. The promotion works on any Android device that has an Amazon Appstore installed in the US. In addition, Amazon Coins can only be used to buy back apps or in-app purchases in the Amazon Appstore, and cannot be used to purchase digital items such as Kindle books. If you're interested, head over to Amazon to click on the link below and get a
download. Source: Amazon Every Week, Android Central Podcast brings you the latest technology news, analysis and hot takes, with familiar co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Cast: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Three new iPhone and iPod
Touch apps have been created specifically for home repairs. Looking for a counter or backsplash? CaesarStone MobileGallery lets you view 42 different quartz surfaces by hue and texture, and calculate how much you need for the project. Another pocket book watch, DuPont's mySurface, allows users to browse all 100 Corian and 60-plus quartz colors, for
use on cupboards, counters, bathroom vanity, and even furniture. Both free apps also allow you to simply order samples. MyPantone, meanwhile, displays 5,251 shades, so it's easy to choose the perfect yellow, lavender or cornflower-blue and assemble palettes for everything from paint to window treatments. The program, left, also analyzes digital photos to
find matching Pantone chips; It costs $10. Download all three from the iTunes store (itunes.com). This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can be in find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Each item on this page was picked up by the editor of
House Beautiful. We can earn a commission on some of the items you choose to buy. They'll make your life a lot easier. August 27, 2014 Provided by the manufacturer They will make your life a lot easier. Easier. Of the 4 Home Talk Crowdsource millions of users have questions about renovations, contractors, decorations, DIY projects and
gardening.hometalk.com. 2 out of 4 Nextdoor Private Social Network to communicate with neighbors. Report new local stores, yard sales, or lost pets. nextdoor.com 3 of the 4 House Account Shop independent home and fashion boutiques across the U.S., using the store via virtual chat. houseacct.com. The next best new Laundry Care Technical Advertising Continue reading below This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Cell phones have always been known as a convergence product that really binds a lot to the many gadgets we like. For those
who don't represent the idea of shelling out some extra scarce cash on Amazon's Ignition, they may be intrigued to find that the app for a popular ebook reader will now also be included to the BlackBerry owners. Amazon has announced that they are making a BlackBerry version of its ebook reader application to allow users the ability to take along their Kindle
content on the go - so this means BlackBerry owners who want kindle can actually agree for an app instead. Now the best part of it is that Amazon does download for free through its website. While iPhone owners have been treated to this for quite some time, it's nice to see Amazon branched out onto other platforms. Not all of RIM's smartphones are
supported now - the ones that include the Bold 9000, the Bold 9700, the Curve 8520, the Curve 8900, the Storm 9550, and the 9630 round. Otherwise, owners can expect to see the same level of service they will receive on the actual Kindle device on their phones instead.Source:Business Wire via DDYNET SUBSCRIBE on our NEWSLETTER! Newsletter!
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